A broad and accurate view of supply chain is needed to act decisively on matters that move the dial on your performance goals. End-to-end order cycle automation, contract management, spend analytics, along with consistent attention to compliance requirements all contribute to high performing supply chains — lacking any one of these comes up short. You need robust workflow management tools, compliance insights, business intelligence and contract validation to progressively influence performance.
GHX Exchange Enterprise provides unique functionality to advance supply chain automation, enable strategic decisions in supply chain and contract management, and access vendor compliance insights. The capabilities only available with this comprehensive solution suite offers enhanced visibility throughout the supply chain allowing you to prioritize and track efforts over time, drive down cost and enhance efficiency.

**Increase automation for greater efficiency** – Utilization that extends from a broad perspective into supply chain positively impacts downstream systems.

**Streamline contract management for increased price alignment** – A three-way price match between purchase order (PO), acknowledgement and contract price helps to ensure right product, right price.

**Enhance compliance insight through vendor validation** – Visibility into your vendor sanction and financial data at the order level helps you avoid potentially costly vendor relationships that can potentially risk patient safety.

**Make informed decisions with data analytics** – Opportunities for improvements that align to your top priorities can be identified based on aggregated supply chain analytics.

Increased automation and enablement of contract price alignment, informed decision making and compliance insight through data analytics can accelerate your performance goals that impact the bottom line. This is the comprehensive solution designed to get you there.
Accelerate Operational Excellence

- Increase connectivity with unlimited trading partners across EDI, fax, and email channels
- Gain comprehensive order transaction visibility and exception management
- Manage the detailed lifecycle of an order from PO to payment in collaboration with your trading partners

Strengthen Contract Lifecycle Management and Compliance Insight

- Access all of your contracts with advanced search capabilities to easily locate documents
- Validate that you are paying contract pricing and get control over contract auto-renewals
- Improve contract workflow with enterprise visibility and control editing rights for data integrity
- Strengthen your compliance with visibility into the vendor credentialing profiles of organizations on contract to help ensure you are doing business with sanction-free companies
- Identify vendors that are missing sanction and financial status data that you may already be doing business with or are evaluating

Develop Actionable Strategy for Improvement

- View aggregated supply chain analytics from GHX solutions and optional ERP/MMIS integrated data sources for a clear picture of operational and financial performance
- Identify automation opportunities with suppliers in the GHX network
- Utilize data to establish specific spend goals and improve contract compliance with data that can be captured by spend category to identify products to move onto contract
- Understand and communicate spend details with enhanced visualization cross-functionally to support financial goals
- Track performance of item master utilization for visibility into non-file spend, description analysis, categorization of spend and price deviation
The largest community of healthcare supply chain trading partners, the GHX global network, connects supply chain, finance and clinical professionals with their suppliers and partners. The 4,000+ provider organizations and 600+ manufacturers and distributors in this community are working together to drive billions of dollars out of the cost of the healthcare supply chain.

To learn more about Exchange Enterprise, email contactus@GHX.com or go to GHX.com